99 accord transmission

We recommend avoiding this model year like the plague. Peeling paint has also been an issue
for these Accords. My Accord Ex 3. Two separate highly reputable transmission shops said they
have replaced hundreds of these transmissions over time for years 98 to about Accords with
the bulk being the V6's; they collectively indicated they break down between , about , km and
indicated these transmissions are defective and should have been recalled by HONDA.
Transmission started shifting very roughly. Kept it going, with periodic whiplash, for about 6
months, but finally it failed completely. I have a 95 accord that is so beat up but runs like a
champ. My daughter bought the 99 accord, got it on the rd n the same day left us stranded.
Luckly i had towing bar n 94 chevy truck to tow it. Upon research we found transmission was
toast. Come to find out the shifting solenoids go bad from having the wrong transmission fluid.
Its now sept 2nd n im get'n ready to find out if the used transmission is good. The car had k
miles but very clean. When i finaly got transmission the shifting solenoid was broken off which
is ok cuzz it needed a new one anyway. We'll see! I shall post another report soon. Started
whining loud in reverse then reverse quit working but whining sound got louder even does the
sound a lot of times in park when starting til you knock into drive to sit still in a parking lot
running motor you gotta shove in drive for a sec then put in neutral then pull the parking brake
or you can't stand the sound. Now not only do I not have reverse but drive gears are now
shifting hard and its slipping bad. Got a new 99 Honda drove fine first couple of days. As I press
on the gas the car begins to shift very hard. Owned a 96 before and had no problems at all.
Upset to find out that what I thought was a good quality car is really not Honda should come on
this website and see these reviews and do something about this problem. I would say it's been
at least 25k miles from when the transmission exhibited problems till when the car became
undrivable. At first, downshifting would result with a kick into gear sometimes screeching the
front wheels. Eventually, upshifting became slow and inconsistent. It would hold 1st gear
longer. Gears would feel like it's slipping and hesitant to go into the next. When it does go into
gear, it does it with a violent punch. I was not aware there was a recall on this issue until it's too
late. I held off repair until it became necessary trying to defer that cost. I was foolishly under the
impression and assumed that Honda can't be this bad. My family and I have been Honda loyal
since the 80s. This has changed all that. Seriously considering Kia. If it's going to have similar
long term costs, why pay extra for a Honda? I bought a Honda Accord on craigslist from a
private party. I car had I test drove it on the freeway. I also took it to a mechanic and got it
inspected. The report was perfect. I bought the car. Less than 3 weeks later, the car just
suddenly stopped yesterday, and the engine oil light came on. It just wouldnt reverse. The drive
just about worked, so I got someone to help push the car to reverse it. The drive also wouldn't
work well. The transmission suddenly seems to be stuck in only one gear And to make things
worse, it stopped pulling right in the middle of the road! I had to switch it on, put my parking
lights, and turn it on again Luckily, I was at the traffic light, and the cars weren't in speed behind
me. Somehow I took it to a mechanic and left it there. It was a nightmare. The estimate for the
repairs underway is 2k from a local mechanic. I am really disappointed with all the hype around
Honda. And its disgusting to think people on Craigslist can stink when it comes to selling their
cheap cars by hook or by crook. Purchased 99 Honda accord v6 in One owner car. Im second
owner. All maintenance done on schedule. I called Honda they said "We know about the
situation and we're investigating the issue. We're not going to do anything about your
transmission. The transmission should not have failed. I was stranded on the interstate with my
four small children. I am a loyal Honda owner. This is my fourth Honda. I have never had major
mechanical issues with any of my Hondas. Honda admitted there is a known problem AND
there's a class action lawsuit. You know that it just stop working. I have noticed since i started
researching this car, That honda has had problems with this transmission in every year model
so its not just the car, It is the transmission itself. So what are the consumers supposed to do,
There is no one making honda step up and fix this problem, We have already replaced one
transmission in this model and now here is the second one gone out, what is going on with this
transmission? Now she is without a car, which mean she may lose her job, because of no
transportation. We purchased the honda because of their history as being dependable, and low
maintenance, No problems, Will that has turn out to be a lie, We have had more problems with
this model, than any other car we have owned. These hondas are all junk, they always break,
why do people like them so much? I had transmission failure. Engine check light came on at 55,
miles. New transmission was put in it at dealer in May Now, another 55, miles later, that
transmission is failing. Test drove with Dealer tech and he said "tranny transmission was bad
and had numerous symptoms. When replaced, he expects that a new replacement should last a
long time. When getting on the highway on ramp, as it accelerates, instead of up shifting, it
down shifts and nose dives. I'm so pissed that a bad transmission was put in after the first
transmission failed! Now, I'm stuck with a worthless pile of metal. I bought this car used from a

little old lady from Pasadena. The car appeared in great shape, miles, no body rust--and all the
maintenance records were in order. I got it home, got it registered, and on comes the check
engine light. I brought it to the local mechanic, who put the computer on it, and the code PO
was what he found. Before I even brought the car to the transmission shop, I had a chance to
start my research, only to find out this was not going to be good. With this car, the transmission
was not locking up in overdrive. The main reason for buying this car was because of Honda's
legendary reliability. I'm really starting to doubt that now So I bought Honda Accord 99 5 days
ago from a random person I found craigslist. Even though it has a lot of mileage and it was in
the deal that I had to do oil and tire change, I agreed with it because of the price. After that, I had
a small trouble with the key so that I took the car to the Honda dealer. I also had them check the
car then. They told me all the small problems with the car, including the slight transmission slip.
I was worried that I had to change the transmission and asked the mechanic. He said he could
take a car around and see if its a serious problem or not, then he said it was all good, I didn't
have to change transmission for at least a year. So I was pleased then I took the car back, and
today, 3 days later I took it to Honda, the car broke down while driving and I had to stop and
take it to the repair shop. I dont know what to do. I honestly have no money and my parents are
so mad at me for not being careful about buying a car. The transmission in this car was
replaced in Feb , again around July , then I gave the car to my son and replaced the
transmission for him in Also, the check engine light came on all the time. There was a recall on
an ignition switch in ?. I replaced this switch 3 times because mine didn't go out until and and
Honda said "tough". If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions:
transmission replaced or rebuilt 27 reports not sure 9 reports. Find something helpful? Spread
the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has
added a helpful site for this Accord problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Honda mechanic Read
reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send
Comment Add Complaint. These transmission go out too quick, need them to recall them.
Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. Honda has
long built nearly all of its own automobile transmissions , unlike many other automobile
manufacturers which often source transmissions from external sources. ZF has attributed most
of these problems to software issues. Most of Honda's automatic transmissions are unusual in
that they do not use planetary gears like nearly all other makers, however, Honda has recently
introduced an all-new, in-house designed speed automatic that uses planetary gears. Honda's
older transmissions such as the Hondamatic semi-automatic transmission and its successors
use traditional, individual gears on parallel axes like a manual transmission , with each gear
ratio engaged by a separate hydraulic clutch pack. This design is also noteworthy because it
preserves engine braking by eliminating a sprag between first and second gears. Instead of a
sprag or roller clutch, Honda's older transmissions rely on pressure circuits to modulate line
pressure to change gears. Honda was forced to invent their new system due to the vast array of
patents on automatic transmission technology held by BorgWarner and others. Honda initially
chose to integrate the transmission and engine block for its first application in the N as in the
Mini. The Hondamatic incorporated a lockup function, which Honda called a third ratio, and had
manual gear selection. The company's early transmissions also used a patented torque
converter which used stator force to reduce hydraulic losses by using a reaction arm to
increase the hydraulic pressure when the stator was stalled. The reaction arm acted directly on
the regulator valve this meant that increased pressure was available to the clutch plates when
torque multiplication was greatest. The stator was equipped with a sprag clutch enabling it to
freewheel when required. These "opposing" pressures caused the gear changes through the
free-floating gear change valves. The typical torque converter of the time was about The first
Civic was equipped with a manually changed hydraulically engaged two-speed transmission
with a torque converter. This torque converter was nominally about 7in. It was initially
announced in Europe as an automatic as the staff at Honda in Europe assumed that it would like
the N to be fully automatic. This was quickly changed to "Hondamatic". The company's naming
scheme is also confusing, as it is specific to a single model of the vehicle and some identifiers
are reused. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Wikipedia list article. Automotive
Manufacturing Solutions. Retrieved 18 December Chicago Tribune. Categories : Honda
transmissions Lists of automobile transmissions. Hidden categories: Articles with short
description Short description is different from Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read
Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download
as PDF Printable version. Add links. Honda Accord owners have reported 51 problems related
to transmission fluid leaking under the power train category. The most recently reported issues
are listed below. Also please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Honda Accord
based on all problems reported for the Accord. I started my car up in the morning and warmed it

up for about 15 minutes then as I go to put it in reverse the battery light came on I then put my
car in park and turned it off then I turned it back on and the battery light was still on I decided to
just go because I have to be at work in an hour as I am driving down I five the radio stopped
working like the side of the vehicle started flickering and my headlights turned off and I was
now driving down I-5 in the dark. Fortunately I made it to my location parked my car and it
completely died. I didn't open my hood and started checking my battery and my alternator etc. I
confirmed my battery was fine and that my alternator had failed. I then notice fluid was leaking
from the power steering pump to the alternator. Now my car is has no power and even if I get it
jumpstarted it just dies. See all problems of the Honda Accord. My Honda has a leaking
transmission and is starting to slip horribly. It leaks about a quart a week. Every morning a
come to see a big puddle of transmission fluid under my car. Defective transmission casing
gasket seal causing fluid leak during highway speed. The transmission casing seal was taken
apart and found gasket seal deteriorate one specify location. It possible cause by manufacturer
process defect or installed during assembly process. Quality control inspection bypass.
Automatic transmission fluid leaking on highway speed due to defective casing seal gasket.
Manufacturer process gasket seal was not made properly to specification or possibility quality
control inspection bypass the defect. There is a possibility during assembly process by mating
the transmission seal joint cause to damage or misalignment the portion of the gasket seal.
These all happened about a month after one dealer replaced an engine mount and leaking
power steering fluid container. The trunk opening switch would not work but was too expensive
to repair. The power steering fluid was leaking again. I saw many complaints about
transmission leaks online and about the gas door not opening. The dealer didn't want to hear
about that. I was lucky that my head wasn't under there when the hood fell. I had opened the
hood to check the power steering fluid and went to the trunk to get some, when it fell. I was able
to replace them from amazon. I had the engine cut out twice while driving in the rain after last
inspection. I lost steering and saw the engine light come on so I quickly started the engine
again. About a month apart. It didn't happen again. It seems strange to me that all of this
happened within 6 months after an inspection. Owner:I hit a dip with this Accord 3. Pulled over
and found power steering was leaking. Drove it to shop ordered hose then dropped hose with
fluid at repair shop. Technician: power steering hose broke hard and old leaking fluid
everywhere causing cerpintine belt come off. The hardened power steering hose broke due to
fact that breaking of 2 passenger side motor mount to bracket bolts in bracket causing engine
to raise during acceleration and pulling on hoses. Car drove in ok. After replacing bracket and
hose noticed water leaking from behind timing belt and removed top cover. Found water pump
leaking weep hole and found idler pulley and bolt came loose and fell off. Of course customer
doesn't understand how so many things are wrong when all he saw was broken power steering
hose. He must have hit dip hard. The contact owns a Honda Accord. While driving at 30 mph,
the contact heard a noise underneath the vehicle. Upon further inspection, the contact noticed
fluid leaking underneath the vehicle. The vehicle was taken to a dealer where it was diagnosed
that the transmission needed to be replaced. The vehicle was not repaired. The manufacturer
was notified of the failure. The failure mileage was 91, At less than 70, miles the transmission on
my Honda Accord ex is failing, even though the car has barley been driven. I started to
experience delayed gear engagement, both on on up shifts and downshifts as well as
transmission fluid leakage which was initially diagnosed as a bad left side axle seal. A vast
majority of the transmissions on the and Accords have failed or are having problems. The scary
part is all the transmission shops are familiar with this issue, some of them see an Accord or an
odyssey similar problem once a week! However, when Honda upgraded the size of their engines
and power, Honda used the same 90's transmissions, which in the long run could no longer
handle the the larger engine capacity or the extra power and eventually fail. In Honda was hit
with a class-action lawsuit for the faulty transmissions. Honda settled the matter out of court by
extending the transmission warranty to 93 months or , miles. However, Honda never corrected
the problem by redesigning the transmissions or provided a fix. Instead, Honda simply replaced
the old faulty transmissions with new transmissions that still had the same faulty design. Now,
all the transmission in those cars are failing as well and Honda denies any responsibility,
claiming the transmissions are out of warranty. I have owned several Accords and have never
had this problem. The car jerks upon take off and makes grinding sounds when decelerating.
Also, the car squeaks, moans, and groans when slowing down to make left and right turns. My
mechanic told me it is rare for a car to need motor mounts so often for a vehicle. Due to the
broken motor mounts, the car's oil pan has begun to leak due to movement of the engine and
transmission and power steering fluids are leaking due to the movement. Also, my airbag
warning light turns on intermittently. I have checked several times and my car is not included in
the takata airbag recall, but it does concern me. I don't know if there is a problem or if it is an

electrical problem. Oil or fluid leak between transmission to engine mating surface. Hi
purchased a used Honda Accord on Saturday everything ran fine for about 30 min the. When I
got off the freeway I noticed to trans was starting to slip got home and looked under the car and
there was trans fluid everywhere on the ground car had lost a good amount of atf. Just spent on
a used car went to the dealer told me the trans was serviced there at , miles for a trans service
16, miles later in going in on a massive leak. Reading about this trans has me worried as I got a
car with decent miles thought I'd get a lot more then 40 miles out of it it's at the dealership now
awaiting diagnosis if they say its my trans I'm going after someone. Transmission has been
accelerating very fast overheating, slipping, it appears the transmission fluid have been leaking
however I took it in for service about a month ago and everything was fine. My dealership from
February 13, September 28, commonwealth Honda has been claiming there is nothing wrong
with this transmission the suspension or the timing belt. They performed service and all of them
they claim everything is fine. Now less than 30 days later my transmission is broken. A vehicle
with just got problems should not continue to be resold. I purchased my Honda Accord in and
was told by the dealer I purchased it from that they had repaired the transmission as part of
Honda's recall. I began leaking transmission fluid and shortly after, the transmission began to
hesitate. When I am moving from a stopped position, the engine rev's up but the vehicle will not
move then suddenly the vehicle will take off. I am terrified of driving the vehicle. I am afraid of
crossing traffic, making turns in fear that the vehicle will hesitate and not move in and I will be
hit by an oncoming vehicle. This is a known recall from Honda corporation and unfortunately
due to the dealer misrepresenting performing the recall work, I am now stuck with the vehicle
and its repair costs. Now I have the opposite problem, where tranny doesn't shift up into
overdrive. So there is another sensor problem. And he said the tranny fluid looked burnt. And
there is an emissions controller fault and leak too. The recall for transmissions does not include
my VIN. And reading the nyt blog from Jan , suggests it might not have been a good recall fix
anyway. But in my call to dealer service dept and to Honda n. America, they came across very
defensive people on phone. Can't see buying another Honda again. At around , miles, I noticed
my transmission leaking fluid very rapidly. In addition, the front end of the car started vibrating
violently between 50mph and 60mph. My v6 Honda Accord is mentioned on this recall. The
report says "inspect 2nd gear and install lubrication kit on transmission. Inspection show no
problems". This clearly does not indicate that the repair was completed. Case in point, on other
repairs made by the dealer, they will clearly state that repairs have been made by stating
"performed tire rotation" or "replaced rear brake pads". This work is completed by the clear
definition on the repair order form "drain and inspect transmission fluid, clean magnetic plug,
replace drain plug seal, replace with new Honda transmission fuide. Inspect seals and trans for
leaks. Performed trans fluid service". At this time, shouldn't the inspection show wear and tear
and cause of concern to the auto technician that the transmission will need to be replaced?
Have to pull off to side of the road and wait for aaa to tow the car to the dealership. Still waiting
to hear from my assigned Honda case manager for any assistance for this high quoted price. I
began having trouble with my power steering at least a year ago, if not more. Upon taking the
car to my regular place of maintenance I was informed there could be an issue with the power
steering pump but, since it was expensive to replace, it was suggested I replace the fluid first,
which I did. The hose was never replaced by me. Upon receipt of the safety recall issued in Feb
for the "power steering hose" I took my car in to landmark Honda in alexandria, va to have the
recall processed on my car. I was informed the "power steering hose" was replaced, per Honda
but was also informed the issue with my car was not the specific hose Honda identified in the
recall???????? I was informed my "reservoir hose" was leaking therefore causing my power
steering pump to fail. Upon arguing with the local Honda dealership I was informed I was out of
luck to have the issue resolved by Honda. I placed a call to american Honda motor CO. I want
these issues addressed as a safety concern and as an expense concern on my part. Honda is
responsible for fixing this on my car and I want this information made public since clearly they
want to ignore it. While driving into work my transmission started to shift improperly and the
engine started to rev up during shifting process which could of caused me to run into the back
of another car. After looking this issue up it appears that Honda has a extreme defect with
transmission issues from and are doing absolutely nothing about it. When the transmission
causes the Honda to shift wrong the engine will rev up when shifting which on bad weather
conditions or regular driving conditions can cause a serious accident. Another thing is when
you are stopped at a red light and it turns green the car can stall for a brief moment and then rev
forward which can cause whiplash to the driver and or passengers in the vehicle. My CO
workers transmission dropped in her Honda Accord causing her car to come to a complete stop
in the middle of the road. Please note this is a immediate safety concern considering if you are
on the expressway someone including the driver could die. They performed recall wiper motor

inoperable. Up shift flaring in second and third gear diagnosed said transmission. Recall
already performed by anderson Honda 3. Problem traced to internal transmission concerns.
Fluid level ok, but leak noted 5. Escalated to mgr who declined to fix contacted Honda America
same day explained situation to rep. In recall dept 1. Said recall already
performed-transmission; transferred to post-warranty svc dept. Asked whether they took
pictures of gear and could provide records of that service rep told me thats internal information.
We dont give out that information. Said that the problem with transmission. Was not gear lock,
was flaring not covered by recall 5. Rep said to follow up quickly did so but no response. He
said I got it to lock up on me here in the lot. My v6 Honda Accord has , miles and needs a
second transmission replacement. I have kept current with all the required maintenance, and all
the maintenance and repair work has been done at the same Honda dealership from which I
purchased the car new in The first transmission replacement was at , miles - just past the , mile
extended warranty I purchased. Two years later, it is currently in the shop needing another
transmission replacement. It seems to happen quickly too. Axle bearing, as well as fluids, etc no indication from the dealership that there was a potential problem with the transmission. A
week later I took it back since the traction control system was coming on all the time sometimes while in park, sometimes on the freeway, sometimes on side roads - no rhyme or
reason just coming on all the time. They could not figure out what was causing that but found
what they thought was a small leak in the wheel bearings. I made a mental note to have it fixed
next time I bring it in. Two weeks later it starts to make a funny sound - I think the wheel bearing
has gotten worse and take it in immediately. After they look closer at it, they determined the
transmission was shot again and needed to be replaced. Luckily I have caught the transmission
problems before they have caused the vehicle to fail but it is dangerous never knowing when it
will fail. Several of my husbands coworkers with similar year Honda Accords have also had
numerous transmission problems which is what is prompting me to report it here. While driving
60 mph, the vehicle suddenly performed as if it were in neutral. The rpm's increased, but the
speed decreased to 40 mph. The failure lasted for approximately seconds. The dealer stated that
they were unable to check the vehicle because the engine indicator was not illuminated. The
contact was advised to buy a fuel injection cleaner and fill the vehicle with gasoline. After doing
so, the vehicle ran normally for seven days; however, the failure recurred at the same speed.
The vehicle was almost rear ended. Once the contact arrived at his residence, he placed the
gear into reverse. The engine began to rev, but it took the vehicle seconds before the reverse
function in the vehicle actually engaged. The following day, he checked the transmission fluid
and noticed a shortage of fluid, which looked like black oil. There was no sign of a leakage. The
contact assumed that the transmission fluid should not have a burning odor. The vehicle is
currently at the dealer and they stated that the original owner had the vehicle repaired under the
recall; therefore, Honda would only cover half of the repair cost. The contact believes that his
vehicle should be repaired under the recall. The current and failure mileages were , Dealer said
they did not know where to order part or when they would have one. While driving, the vehicle
would jerk and leak transmission fluid. She noticed that there was a delay every time she would
accelerate. She replaced the transmission fluid consistently. The dealer advised her that the
transmission needed to be replaced. The vehicle had not been repaired. The current mileage
was approximately 78, The failure mileage was approximately 74, Transmission was leaking
excessive transmissions fluid through the transmission block after only miles on a new Honda
Accord. Local dealer service department recommended transmission be replaced under
warranty. Honda USA customer service denied recommended transmission replacement. Dealer
then suggested customer contact Honda USA customer service to get transmission replaced.
Honda technical service refused replacement and wanted a dye leak test over a one week period
after acknowledging a wide spread concern with transmission leakage. Customer refused one
week test due to upcoming long distance trip and left vehicle with dealer to conduct dye test.
Dealer conducted dye test with only 60 miles 1 hour drive to confirm leaking transmission
block. Transmission was then replaced but only after needless inconvenience to the customer.
There appears to be no current technical service bulletin available regarding this issue?. The
contact noticed fluid leaking underneath the driver's side of the vehicle. He took the vehicle to a
local repair shop and was informed that the leak was coming from the driver side axle seal. The
dealer could not repair the seal because the leak would continue. He took the vehicle to a
transmission shop and was advised to open up a case with Honda. Honda advised him to take
the vehicle to a Honda dealer to confirm the failure. The contact took the vehicle to the dealer
and they agreed with the diagnosis from the previous repair shops. He was advised to replace
the transmission. The manufacturer stated that his VIN was not included in any recalls. The
contact believes that the transmission on a four year old vehicle should not need replacing. The
failure mileage was 61, and current mileage was 61, Found transmission fluid on carport.

Immediately took the car to Honda dealer in coral springs where originally purchased 2 trips to
listen to repair person tell me seals were bad but I needed a new rebuilt transmission. I have no
issues with noise, whining, shifting etc. Only have 41, miles on this car. Never mistreated or
driven hard in any way. Was told if seals leaked again that Honda would only replace with
rebuilt transmission, not fix transmission or I could choose to go to an independent
transmission shop. What is up with this??? I have an extended warranty but come on now, this
is stupid. Why would I replace a perfectly working transmission over seals??? My Honda
Accord was purchased brand new with 50 miles on it in November I am currently at , miles.
Scheduled routine maintenances have always been completed, and I have had no problems with
the car until recently. I started noticing a slight hesitation upon starting off several months ago.
The check engine light came on. I thought I might have gotten bad gas and put in gas
treatments for several trips. The check engine light would not turn off and the hesitation
continued. I had a diagnostic done and it reported that the egr valve needed to be checked or
replaced. I had the valve replaced. The car appeared to work fine for the next several months.
Earlier last week as I started off to work, the car would not shift into the next gear. The check
engine light came on and the drive gear on the dashboard started blinking. I immediately
stopped, put the car in gear and shut the engine off. I turned it back on and the car hesitated for
a few seconds before going into the correct gears. The check engine light remained on. I went
to have a diagnostic done and 2 reports ran -- one for an egr valve and one about possible
transmission failure. The egr valve had already been replaced so I took it back to see what the
problem was this past Saturday. I also had my battery replaced. Everything went fine. This
morning, the car hesitated again and would not shift into the next gear. The check engine light
came on and the drive gear on the dashboard was blinking. Several cars were behind me. I tried
to accelerate to keep from getting hit, but the car went slower and slower. I had another
diagnostic run this morning -- possible transmission failure or low transmission fluid. The
attendant checked my levels. Everything was ok. It's the transmission. Com reports this with
Hondas. A recall needs to be done. The contact noticed transmission fluid leaking from the
vehicle. The vehicle was taken to the dealer who recommended that the transmission be
replaced. The manufacturer offered to replace the transmission for free, but the contact would
have to pay for the labor. The current and failure mileages were 78, The out of balance or wheel
rotation sound began after an extended trip to wisconsin, on the return trip. There was no
leaking at that time. After having the wheels cheked, and no explanation for the sound, we
continued to identify the source. When we spotted the fluid on the garage floor we took car in
for service. The vehicle has only miles. Eskridge Honda tightened boxton bolt. Leaking got
worst. Took car back 2 days later. Eskridge stated a new transmission would be required
because the inspection revealed that it was the same transmission problems experienced by
other models -- models where Honda USA provided an extended warranty to replace those
transmissions. From my research, other consumers have been experiencing similar
transmission problems on their 99 Hondas, but there's been no recalls. Since I view it as a
safety issue, I plan to pay if necessary to replace it, since I don't want my yr son driving an
unsafe vehicle. Is nhsta aware of this problem on the 99 Hondas? The seals were replaced. The
contact stated that the seals were replaced again in August. The contactwas unsure of the
mileage. The seals were replaced again on January 3,, the failure mileage was , The Honda
dealer and the contact's mechanic diagnosed the vehicle as needing a new transmission. The
Honda dealer had extended the warranty twice due to the transmission problems, but will not
cover the full cost of the transmission. The contact stated that the Honda dealer would not
replace the engine free of charge because she was having the vehicle serviced at a non Honda
dealer. Atf automatic transmission fluid leaks on the cooler line join bolts under the tranny.
Started seeing transmission fluid on lt side under vehicle. Had seal replaced by local trans ship.
Two weeks later fluid leaking again. Researched and found recall on and up for bad bearing
causing this exact problem and Honda's extended warranty on those vehicles. Took vehicle to
rt. I requested the field manager's name but brad morder service writer at rt. I lodged a
complaint with Honda case that was handled by chris martinez of Honda x who stated that he
did not want to discuss the particulars and that he had no authority to change the decision of
the field manager. Again, when I asked for the name of the field manager mr. Martinez would not
give it to me. When I asked him for his superior's name so that I could escalate this matter, he
advised that his decision was final and there was no other recourse I could take. Any help you
could furnish would be appreciated. I had to replace the transmission in my Honda Accord se at
just over 50, miles. I noticed the transmission kept slipping and the gear indicator light on my
dash kept flashing. Also, noticed some fluid leakage on my driveway, which turned out to be my
transmission fluid. Transmission is slipping and also found that transmission fluid is leaking.
Car Problems. Transmission Fluid Leaking problem of the Honda Accord 1. Transmission Fluid

Leaking problem of the Honda Accord 2. Transmission Fluid Leaking problem of the Honda
Accord 3. Transmission Fluid Leaking problem of the Honda Accord 4. Transmission Fluid
Leaking problem of the Honda Accord 5. Transmission Fluid Leaking problem of the Honda
Accord 6. Transmission Fluid Leaking problem of the Honda Accord 7. Transmission Fluid
Leaking problem of the Honda Accord 8. Transmission Fluid Leaking problem of the Honda
Accord 9. Transmission Fluid Leaking problem of the Honda Accord Automatic Transmission
problems. Power Train problems. Transmission Failure problems. Transmission Gear Slipping
problems. Automatic Transmission Torque Converter problems. Transmission Not Go Into Gear
problems. Transmission Noise problems. Transmission Slip Out Of Gear problems. Noises
During Shifting problems. Vehicle Shudder problems. Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle
Listing Details. Once you've chosen your next car, our team of financing experts are trained to
sort through various auto loans in order to help you find the right one for your needs. We also
work with all Credit Unions in the local area. Right off route Rack up savings on this economical
vehicle. You'll love how smooth this baby purrs! Call today to schedule your test drive. Our
team of experts is available to guide you through this process with ease in a welcoming and
simple environment. This Honda Accord Sdn comes Factory equipped with an impressive 3
engine, an automatic transmission. Honda Marysville has the used cars Columbus, Ohio
shoppers trust for safety, reliability and service. We are happy to provide you with a copy of the
Carfax, vehicle inspection, and completed services upon request. Call us today for any
additional details or to arrange a test drive today. At Norm Reeves Honda Huntington Beach we
offer an exclusive market price comparison upon request for every used vehicle we sell. Ask for
a copy of your report and an explanation of how Internet Direct Pricing can save you time and
money on your next purchase. Our Service Department has been awarded an additional 10
times for outstanding Customer Service Experience. The following items have been
reconditioned on this vehicle: new brakes and new pair of tires! Best of all the price you see is
the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is
guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions
apply. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products
can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Sold as is and for parts
only! That's what we want from the time you walk into our showroom looking for the new or
used Honda vehicle of your dreams to the day you want to trade it in. See dealer for details. It is
a Fixer-Upper: a low-cost car option for those with the ability to perform mechanical repairs
themselves, or have access to others who can help. Our comprehensive point inspection report
lists suggested repairs. This list can be used as a guideline for you or, at your option, we can
perform these repairs for you at a discount. Contact a Sales Associate for more details - 'It is a
Fixer-Upper: a low-cost car option for those with the ability to perform mechanical repairs
themselves, or have access to others who can help. Trade must be present at time of
transaction. We have a state of the art facility that is ready to help you with your new or used
Volkswagen purchase, used cars, used trucks, used SUVs, and used vans wherever you live.
Call us at or visit our website at Odometer is miles below market average! Contemporary
Automotive would like to invite you to our dealership, to view the areas largest Pre-owned
inventory. Visit our website, Most Vehicles qualify for a for a 5yr Extended Warranty!! Recent
Arrival! That is what makes us the best place in michiana to buy your next pre owned car truck
or SUV. Check out all of our inventory at HeadersAuto. Mishawaka Indiana. Visit Headers Auto
Sales online at headersauto. The vehicle is front wheel drive. This model has a 2. This Honda
Accord gleams with a shiny gold metallic finish. Front and rear side curtain airbags are included
on this unit. This vehicle is equipped with front air bags. Anti-lock brakes will help you stop in
an emergency. The Honda Accord features cruise control for long trips. The tilt steering wheel
in this unit allows you to adjust the driving experience to fit you. This Honda Accord has an
automatic transmission. This Honda Accord is equipped with a gasoline engine. Stay safe with
additional front side curtain airbags. Mid-sized cars are the perfect size. Red Honda Accord SE
2. Please contact our dealership for more information. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby.
Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Type Sedan 9, Coupe
Engine Details Transmission Automatic 9, Manual Engine Type Gas 9, Hybrid 8. Drivetrain Front
Wheel Drive 10, Cylinders 4 cylinders 8, 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details
Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. New Listing. Price Drop.
Know The Deal. Close C. Showing 1 - 18 out of 10, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I
purchased this car new in 99, and have had very very little problems with it since. It now has k
miles and still drives pretty close to new. I live in New England and this car has gone through
some of the worst winters you could imagine It still has the origanal engine, tranny, struts,
starter, alternator, exhaust and steering components. I believe if I had lived in the south I would

not of had to replace much of anything at all rust has had me replace the brake lines and fuel
tank. Aside from that, the only repairs made were; a ball joint, tie rod, evap solenoid and vtec
solenoid. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. Since we offer free returns you will not be responsible
for returning it. We will send a label. Prior to installation of your used engine we require these
steps be taken for warranty to be valid. Also please note while engines may come with
accessories these are not covered under any warranty. This engine comes with a 90 day part
only warranty. Extended warranties may be purchased as well. Engines are guaranteed against
knocking and excessive smoking. Warranty is void if engines heat tab is melted or removed.
Replace oil, air and fuel filters. Replace valve cover gaskets. Replace oil pan gasket and rear
main seal. Flush cooling system and re-fill. Install new belts and hoses. Failure to provide proof
any of these steps were not taken may void warranty. For items that will ship via FREIGHT
truck: Our freight carrier requires a commercial business address with a loading dock or forklift
to unload the truck. Most of our customers choose to ship directly to the shop that is installing
their part as long as it is a commercial business address. If you cannot provide a commercial
business address, we can deliver this part to a freight terminal for your pickup at no additional
charge. Please contact us first so that we can give you the location of your closest freight
terminal. You will receive an email with tracking information as soon as your part ships. Please
allow business days for your part to arrive. Our Promise To You! Our mission is to provide
quality auto parts at an affordable price combined with excellent service to help our customers
get their vehicle back on the road as quickly as possible. The business policies we have in
place will ensure the best buying experience. All of our parts are tested and backed by best
industry leading warranty. Please don't hesitate to contact us for any of your automotive needs.
We offer quality high end used and tested auto parts. We also offer the best warranty program
in the industry. Our knowledgeable staff is available to assist you with friendly service. We
answer all questions promptly during normal business hours. Our main contact method is by
eBay Messages. We try to answer all messages within 24 hours. If we are unable to answer your
questions before the listing ends the item will be re-listed again soon for you to purchase.
Welcome to our eBay Store! Automatic Transmission 2. Please note a complete rebuildable core
may be required for certain purchases. Transmission Installation Procedures. Prior to
installation of your used transmission we require these steps be taken for warranty to be valid.
Failure to provide proof these steps were taken will void any warranty. Install new filter kit.
Flush and inspect cooling lines. Allign and engage torque converter into front pump. Fill trans
with manufacture specified fluid. Clear all transmission computer codes prior to starting or
operating vehicle. Adjust throttle position sensor cable. A majority of all used US imports have
either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe
or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles
from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of
getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX
has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks
"Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars?
Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better
purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular
blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring
types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage
fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an
impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American
used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car?
CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the service history of a
car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.
Accord Transmission And Differential are located in Huntington Station, NY offering services
such as auto, replacement, midsize truck, diagnostics, clutch, CVT, and standard transmission
repair. Established in For the past 45 years, we have worked hard to offer the best parts and
service to get you back on the road as quickly and safely as possible. We are proud to be a
staple in this great community and want to thank you, our loyal customer, for you continued

support of our local business throughout the years! He maintained a close relationship with the
original owner, Mike, and was happy to take over ownership of the shop when the time was
right. If you ever have any questions or comments, either before or after your visit, please let
Anthony know. He hopes to hear from you soon! We work on all transmissions, repair and
replacements, regardless of the age, make or model of your car. Whether your car is foreign or
domestic, we have the expertise, experience and training to get your transmission preforming
the way it was when you first got the car. This includes the inspection, removal, and repair of
damaged gears, as well as the replacement of fluids. Four wheel drive systems operate with the
help of a transfer case, a type of gearbox that is usually located behind the transmission. The
vehicle needs the correct amoun
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t of torque for the driver. The transfer casing preforms this purpose. In 4WD and all wheel drive
vehicles, the transfer case uses gears and often a chain if the vehicle is a modern make or
model to help the vehicle enter into or maintain four wheel drive. All transfer cases also use a
lubricant to keep the gears operating correctly. Because transfer cases play a key role in the
performance of a 4WD vehicle, we advise our customers to watch over and repair their
respective transfer cases when needed. If your transmission is diagnosed improperly from the
beginning, you may think that you need an entirely new transmission. Many times it is an easy
fix, and the electrical system could be at fault. Many times a minor issue such as fuse
replacement, loose electrical, external sensor adjusted, or a loose connection fixed, is what is
wrong. We often get clients who have been told by other shops they need an entire
transmission replacement, when in fact it was a very easy fix. Skip to content.

